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Performance Dashboards: Measuring, Monitoring, and Managing Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The Power of FOCUS … Over the past several decades we all have been trying to use information through technology to optimize our businesses and make our lives easier. So why have so many businesses failed and why do most organizations continue to struggle to fi nd that “ competitive advantage ” that will take them to the...
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Hands-On Data Science with Anaconda: Utilize the right mix of tools to create high-performance data science applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop, deploy, and streamline your data science projects with the most popular end-to-end platform, Anaconda

	
		Key Features

		
			Use Anaconda to find solutions for clustering, classification, and linear regression
	
			Analyze your data efficiently with the most powerful data...
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xUnit Test Patterns: Refactoring Test Code (The Addison-Wesley Signature Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
Automated testing is a cornerstone of agile development. An effective testing strategy will deliver new functionality more aggressively, accelerate user feedback, and improve quality. However, for many developers, creating effective automated tests is a unique and unfamiliar challenge.
xUnit Test Patterns is the...
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Faster Smarter Microsoft Office 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Now you can do the things you do every day with Office—create reports, manage  finances, send e-mail, and make a presentation—but do them faster, smarter, and  better. Dive in! This friendly, focused guide shows the best ways to use the  core features in your Office programs, so you spend more time doing and less  time learning. Use...
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The Inside Track to Excelling As a Business Analyst: Soft Skills That Can Accelerate Your CareerApress, 2019

	
		
			The role of the business analyst sits at the intersection of business operations, technology, and change management. The job requires a plethora of both soft skills and technical skills, as it must translate the needs of business users into action items for functional applications. On top of this, in-demand technologies...
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Reinforcement Learning of Bimanual Robot Skills (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2019

	
		This book tackles all the stages and mechanisms involved in the learning of manipulation tasks by bimanual robots in unstructured settings, as it can be the task of folding clothes.

	
		The first part describes how to build an integrated system, capable of properly handling the kinematics and dynamics of the robot along the...
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101 Windows Phone 7 Apps, Volume I: Developing Apps 1-50Sams Publishing, 2011

	INCLUDES COMPLETE CODE AND ASSETS FOR EACH APP IN THIS VOLUME!


	 


	Got a great idea for an app? There’s a chapter for that!


	 


	Calling all developers: Windows Phone 7 is starting to gain...
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Think Like Your Customer : A Winning Strategy to Maximize Sales by Understanding and Influencing How and Why Your Customers BuyMcGraw-Hill, 2004
In Think Like Your Customer Bill Stinnett draws upon more than two  decades as a sales professional and consultant to the Fortune 500 to offer you a  powerful new approach for connecting with clients and building enduring, highly  profitable customer relationships. This book arms you with the strategies and  tools you need to:


...
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Maximize Your Investment: 10 Key Strategies for Effective Packaged Software ImplementationsPackt Publishing, 2009
Using packaged software for Customer Relationship Management or Enterprise Resource Planning is often seen as a sure-fire way to reduce costs, refocus scarce resources, and increase returns on investment. However, research shows that the majority of packaged or Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) implementations fail to provide this value due to the...
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Historical Information Science: An Emerging UnidisciplineInformation Today, 2002
It suggests that trends in information retrieval, research, and teaching using modern information technology point toward a unidisciplinary field, Historical Information Science, which potentially can grow out of older quantification and Social Science history, the interplay between History and Information Science, and new methodologies and...
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Learning AWS OpsWorksPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to exploit advanced technologies to deploy and auto-scale web stacks


	Overview

	
		Discover how a DevOps cloud management solution can accelerate your path to delivering highly scalable infrastructure and applications
	
		Learn about infrastructure automation, auto-scaling, and distributed...
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Delivering Carrier Ethernet: Extending Ethernet Beyond the LANMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Even as the value of Ethernet beyond the LAN was being widely recognized, the major challenge was the lack of clarity as to what this “Carrier Ethernet” entailed, and more generally, a lack of understanding of the delivery solutions over the diverse network infrastructures used by Service Providers. This was to a large extent...
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